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Figure 1: The Corsican Twin is an immersive authoring tool for authoring AR in situ visualisations. Middle: Embedded and
situated visualisations are authored in a digital twin in VR. Right: The visualisations are displayed in their locations in AR.

ABSTRACT
We introduce Corsican Twin, a tool to author augmented reality
data visualisations in virtual reality using digital twins. The system
provides users with the necessary contextual information needed
to design embedded and situated data visualisations in a safe and
convenient remote setting. The system was co-designed with and
for people with little or no programming experience. Using the
system, we illustrate three potential use cases for situated visualizations in the context of building maintenance, including: (1) on-site
equipment debugging and diagnosis; (2) remote incident playback;
and (3) operations simulations for future buildings. From feedback
gathered during formative evaluations of our prototype tool with
domain experts, we discuss implications, opportunities, and challenges for future in situ visualisation design tools.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Visualization techniques;
Interaction techniques.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The rapid development of Augmented Reality (AR) technologies is
providing new opportunities to integrate data visualisations directly
into physical environments, where they can help viewers solve complex situated problems and perform data-related tasks. Displaying
applications and data in situ [14, 15] provides the necessary context
for users to understand problems and take action based on the data.
Moreover, integrating data representations tightly with their physical source (or referent), known as situated analytics [14, 33], can
reinforce this spatial awareness. Situated analytics shows promise
in domains like: building maintenance where there are clear benefits of overlaying sensor data on facilities and equipment [20];
construction where there is a need for simulations of data alongside
future infrastructure [18]; or in educational settings where data can
demonstrate invisible phenomena directly in real spaces [12].
Situated visualisations can be created manually by programming
using AR libraries (Vuforia, AR Core, etc.). However, this requires
programming skill and makes rapid production and iteration of
designs difficult. Recently, several toolkits to author such visualisations have been introduced. Recent toolkits such as IATK provide
prepackaged visualisation primitives and a grammar of graphics approach to authoring in the Unity desktop environment [11]. While
this is easy to use and efficient, performing this kind of design
work at the desktop can make it difficult to accurately place the
visualisations. Moreover, the transition from small-scale design on
computer screen to real-life scale visualisation in AR can lead to
unexpected issues (visualisation too small, real life object hiding the
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Figure 2: Timeline of the design phase of the system with
the co-design activities: Int: Interview, Obs: Observation, FS:
Feedback Session, US: Usability Study
visualisation, etc.). On the other hand, recent tools like DXR [31]
or MARVisT [7] allow users to author visualisations directly in AR.
While this solves the issues of position and scale of the visualisation,
the designer has to be on site, which can be problematic in some
contexts (e.g. plant rooms accessible only to accredited technicians,
very large environments). The limited interaction vocabulary of
current AR headsets can also make complex interaction difficult.
In this paper, we present the Corsican Twin, a Virtual Reality
(VR) tool to design AR visualisation for large and complex environments (Figure 1). This name refers to Alexandre Dumas’s novel,
the Corsican Brothers [13], in which the pain felt by each of two
twin brothers is experienced identically by his twin. Similarly, our
system uses digital twins of physical environments to support authoring of visualisations in VR, which can then be experienced in
the original environments using AR. By using a 3D model of the
environment (3D CAD Model, or Photogrammetry scans), we allow
the designers to safely and easily create real-scale situated visualisations for specific target environments without visiting the site.
We propose a virtual reality authoring tool that allows designers
to author situated and embedded AR visualisations for real-world
locations and augment them with active and proxemic interactions.
We used a co-design process (Fig. 2) involving experts from the
building domain. Expert feedback led to a set of Design Goals (§3.2).
The system stemming from these guidelines (§4) allows users to
create both (1) situated visualisations, which are located close to
their physical referent, and (2) embedded visualisations, which have
a one to one correspondence with a physical referent [38]. To our
knowledge, our prototype is the first system to provide authors with
the substantial spatial awareness needed to integrate data visualisations tightly with their physical referents, and to link these with
data from real systems data in an industrial environment. Feedback
sessions with domain experts using the system (§5) suggest that
Corsican Twin allows end users to easily design efficient in situ
visualisations without being on site. Finally (§6), we discuss the
potential evolution of the system and the future research directions
emerging from these sessions.

2

RELATED WORK

Our research bridges prior work on in situ prototyping of data
visualisations and immersive authoring tools.

2.1

Prouzeau et al.

is provided by Willet et al. [38], but very few of these expose how
they were designed. When the spatial context is relevant to the
data visualisation, it is important to design in that context [3]. This
concept has generally been called Bodystorming [5] and may involve
elaborate acting [4, 29]. According to Oulasvirta et al., actually
being in the place encourages designers to consider contextual
elements, is more inspiring and makes ideas more memorable [30].
Prototyping visualisations in context has been applied to street
infographics [9, 10] and hospitals [35].
However, it is not always possible to have site access, especially
in the design phase before construction. A site may also be located
in a remote location or access-restricted for safety reasons. In lieu
of physical access, Eriksson et al. highlight the importance of using
physical maps [16]. Hansen and Dalsgaard had end users play out
use case scenarios with puppets and blueprints [19]. Korsgaard et
al. organised site tours of future buildings using 3D models on a
2D screen [23]. It is our contention that VR and AR offer a better
solution to bridge the gap between remote access and the need for
in situ visualisation prototyping and authoring.

2.2

AR Authoring

Desktop tools for authoring AR have been developed for some time
[8, 25, 37]. However, this approach creates a potential gap between
the design and final result. With iaTAR [24], Lee et al. propose that
authoring be done directly using the AR device, allowing users to
directly experience their application. They defined this concept as
WYXIWYG: What You eXperience Is What You Get. A user study
showed this method is faster and more preferred by participants
compared to a 2D GUI-based authoring tool. Similarly, in Farrago
[39], Wozniewski and Warne use a smartphone application to place
3D objects, add textures to them and associate them with a tracking
marker. In the Reality Editor, Huen et al. use a smartphone interface
to author data connections between smart objects [21]. Vera et al.
associate text or images to GPS positions to facilitate the creation
of outdoor AR applications [34].
In contrast, our work explores authoring AR interfaces in the
comfort, safety, and convenience of a digital twin in VR. Only very
recently has there been some initial exploration of VR authoring
for AR. For example, CAVE-AR [6] is a CAVE 2 VR system which
allows AR design by placing virtual objects in a 3D scene. Similarly,
Microsoft Layout [28] allows developers to provide the layout of
a room in VR and subsequently augment the same space in AR.
However, these systems involve simple elements without the precise
contextual information required for in situ data visualisation. There
has been some recent research on authoring or prototyping of in situ
visualisation in AR. For example DXR [31] lets users author their
visualisation from the desktop and then modify the visualisation
position and encoding in AR. MARVisT allows authoring of tabletbased Augmented Reality visualisations [7], but mostly for the
purposes of static data storytelling. Our goal is high-fidelity digitaltwin VR authoring of AR data visualisation by and for industry
domain users.

Prototyping Visualisations in Situ

AR is not the only method to display visualisations in situ. They
can also be displayed using a smartphone, a large screen, or be
printed on paper. A comprehensive survey of in situ visualisations

3

AUTHORING IN SITU AR VIS IN VR

Digital twins are virtual replicas of physical assets, facilities, or
environments that leverage the real-time data capabilities of the
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Figure 3: Corsican Twin workflow. a) An author creates data
visualisations and interactions in a digital replica using VR.
b) The author places a virtual marker in the scene. c) A physical tracking marker is put at the same location in the real
environment. d) The real environment is populated with in
situ data visualisations.
Internet of Things. They are becoming increasingly adopted by
businesses to save costs by testing new procedures before deploying
them or preventing equipment issues that would otherwise require
expensive maintenance.
With the Corsican Twin, we propose using digital twins, viewed
through VR, as proxy environments for authoring in situ data visualisations, as illustrated in Figure 3. After recognising a need for
in situ data visualisations, an author creates them using a simple
VR interface in a digital twin. The author then places a virtual and
a physical tracking marker (this could be a standard QR code, or
a custom marker designed by the author) at the same location in
both scenes. The visualisations can then be viewed — just as they
appeared in the digital twin — by an end user wearing an AR display.

3.1

Building Management Domain Use Cases

While the ideas may be more broadly applicable, we focus our codesign efforts on the building management domain. Our design
method consist of 2 iterations (See Figure 2), each informed by
interviews and observations with experts from this domain (building managers and maintenance technicians). The first iteration
was evaluated in a feedback session with Building Management
System (BMS) engineers and a usability study with non experts
users (students from our department). The second iteration was
evaluated in three feedback sessions with maintenance technicians,
building managers, and BMS engineers, they are presented in §5.
This process helped us derived the following scenarios and design
goals.
On site maintenance – Alice is a maintenance engineer who looks
after a university’s campus facilities. She receives a call about a
room occupants found too hot. She takes her AR headset and heads
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directly to the room. At the door, she scans the QR code of the
room and a simplified version of the BIM model for the HVAC
system is shown in AR. This visualisation helps her to understand
quickly where to find the Air Handling Unit (AHU - which is behind
one wall), the fans, the vents, etc. The vent colours are depicted
as a function of the air temperature propelled into the room, and
the colour of the AHU encodes the speed of the fan. When she
enters the room, a large situated line graph shows the evolution
of the room temperature over the last 24 hours. She can see that
the temperature has continued to increase even after the target
temperature was reached. By looking at the AHU, she can see that
it is running as the fan speed seems to be over 50%. Finally, she sees
that the air supply coming from the vents is hot. As she walks closer
to the AHU, two new line graphs appear showing the opening and
closing of the heating and cooling coils. She sees that the cooling
coil is closed and the heating one opened which is probably due to
a Building Management System software issue.
Incident playback – Bob is a chiller technician working in a company servicing the university’s facilities. He is called on Monday
morning because a tube failure alarm has been raised during the
night. When arriving in the plant, Bob puts on his AR headset and
scans the QR code. Embedded and situated visualisations appear
showing the state of the chiller and the water pressure and temperature in the pipe. the chiller seems to be working correctly now,
so Bob makes a calendar chooser appear by saying “calendar” and
selects the time of the alarm he received that morning. The visualisations update and show the state of the chiller at that moment. He
notices that the pressure in the pipe bringing the water to the chiller
was higher than usual, and had been building up for the previous
24 hours. Bob knows that this is a common cause of tube failure
and was probably the cause in this case. He can now continue his
investigation to understand why the pressure was at this level.
Remote maintenance – Nathalie is a Building Management System
engineer at the university. She receives a call about a meeting room
which has been warmer than usual for the past 3 months, since
it was refurbished. The room is on a different campus, which is 2
hours away by car. Before sending someone there, Nathalie puts
on her VR headset and enters a digital twin of the room, where she
can see the BIM model of the HVAC system and a photogrammetry
scan of this room, taken after refurbishment. When she enters the
room, a bar chart showing the temperature in the last 48 hours
appears on a nearby wall. She notices that the temperature has
been warmer than it should have been during the day, but does
not seem to be affected outside of working hours. By viewing the
photogrammetry scan, she sees a large wall display composed of
24 screens. The HVAC system for the room seems to have been
designed for a regular meeting room and can not cope with the
heat produced by the wall display. Realising that there is no quick
fix for this situation, she saves herself the trip to the campus, and
makes a note to discuss solutions at the next regular meeting.

3.2

Design Goals

Before discussing our prototype development, we discuss the goals
we aim to achieve. These design goals for in situ authoring are
drawn from from existing literature on authoring tools for AR and
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Figure 5: Left: CAD + BIM model. Right: CAD + BIM + scaffolds generated automatically by the system.

Figure 4: Photogrammetry scan of the facility from Fig. 1.
situated visualisation, and from information learned during our
interviews with domain experts.
DG1: Allow Design in Context of the Environment and
remotely. From our interviews with BMS engineers we found
that while they had to go on site to gather information about the
building and discuss with the building managers, the design of
building management system is mostly done offsite. The spatial
contexts of building management and maintenance can vary widely
and it is very important to provide it to design appropriate in
situ visualisations (§2). In addition, Spaces like meeting rooms
and classrooms are often very accessible, whereas plant facilities
containing transformers, chillers, and boilers may limit access to
just a small number of personnel who must wear safety equipment.
Finally, if visualisations are required for a building in construction,
the context simply does not exist yet. While the perfect situation
would be to design the visualisation using an AR device in the
intended context, this is not always possible.
DG2: Enable experts with no programming experience. It
is critical that visualisations are designed in collaboration with
building managers and maintenance technicians. One of our interviewees mentioned that, while most of their applications are
personalised for the university, some are not adapted to their tasks.
Thus, the authoring tool should allow building manager and maintenance workers to test, but also prototype visualisations. In the past,
in situ visualisations have required co-design with programmers
(§2). An authoring tool that allows domain practitioners to author
in situ visualisations themselves is better. The usability study of
the first prototype showed the importance of allowing for direct
interactions to create and manipulate visualisations and to provide
menus to change the settings of the visualisations.
DG3: Provide a Variety Visualisations for Different Needs.
When on site, our users use exclusively situated visualisations (i.e.
visualisations close to their physical referent [38]). Interviews and
Observations of maintenance technicians showed they bring a laptop connected to the Building Management System with them and
install it close to the plant or assets they are working on. They are,
most of the time, interested in two types of information: First, (1)
what is the current state of the system, for instance what is the
temperature of the air leaving a specific Air Handling Unit and is
the fan running or not. They are also interested in (2) the temporal
evolution of specific variables, for instance, how was the pressure
in the damper in the last two hours before the failure. These help
a building manager or maintenance worker to diagnose a failure
when on site, to periodically check operation of the assets, and
to assess the effect of their actions on the system. AR allows for

the use of situated visualisations as well as embedded visualisations,
which are visualisations that are overlaid directly on their physical referents [38]. With embedded visualisations, the added spatial
context should lead to a better understanding of the visualisation
and reduce the risk of errors, but also constrains the design of the
visualisation to the location and shape of the physical object.
DG4: Support Interactions to Show/Hide Visualisations. In
the current building management system of the university, an initial
visualisation shows an overview of the system with only information regarding the current state. To access more information (e.g.
temporal evolution of a variable, for instance the temperature in
the room), building managers need to click on a specific link. As
the detailed information is not useful all the time, they can choose
when they need to access it. In AR, this is even more important,
as the space around the user would become visually cluttered if
everything is visualised concurrently at all times. It is important
to provide a mechanism to add interactions to the visualisation to
allow the users to get detailed information only when needed.
DG5: Support flexible methods to link physical objects
with their data. With the development of Building Information
Modelling (BIM), assets are often tagged with their location and
shape. It is then possible to link each asset with the data coming
from the sensors associated with them, and then automatically
create a 3D overlay for this asset, which is essential for embedded
visualisations. However, interviews with building managers and
BMS engineers pointed out that BIM models were far to be generalised for all current buildings (most of the old buildings does not
have one), thus, our system cannot rely only on this technology. It
is important to provide methods to manually create the overlays for
the different assets, tag it and link it to the appropriate data source.
Building managers also pointed out that such models were rarely
updated when a modification was done in a room. This means that
even when a BIM model is provided, it is important to be able to
modify the information regarding the overlays.
The 5 design goals defined in this section have been used in
design and implementation of the authoring tool. They guided our
design choices and allowed for quick evaluation of the tool.

4

CORSICAN TWIN PROTOTYPE

Guided by the above design goals, we implement a working prototype of the Corsican Twin using Unity 3D with support for a HTC
Vive Pro VR headset and Microsoft HoloLens AR display.

4.1

Overview

To provide context about a physical site (DG1), the Corsican Twin
immerses authors in a life-size, 3D model of the building interior.
We use either 3D photogrammetry scans of environments created
with a Matterport [26] camera (Figure 4) or 3D CAD and BIM
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Figure 6: Authoring in situ visualisations. Left: The author creates a viewport to display a situated visualisation (a) and associates it with a temporal data source (b). Right: The author creates a scaffold to display an embedded visualisation for this
electric cabinet (c), associates it with a data source and sets its encoding (d).
models (Figure 5). These models provide detailed contextual information about the physical spaces, allowing authors to tailor
visualisations to those specific sites. Moreover, authors can quickly
teleport throughout the model instead of walking, reducing time
and effort during design sessions.
Another advantage of VR is that it allows for direct interaction in
the 3D space. As most VR headsets support 6 Degree-Of-Freedom
controllers, we take advantages of these to support direct manipulation [2] for creating and manipulating visualisations. With this
approach we aim to mimic natural interactions with physical objects as much as possible, providing an interface that is simple to
use and easy to understand (DG2). We also propose a laser pointer
to select object at a distance. System commands and other more
abstract operations are completed via menus.
Our prototype supports several different classes of in situ data
displays [38], including both situated and embedded visualisations
(DG3).
Situated visualisations are familiar 2D visualisations that are
‘spatially situated’ [17] in 3D space near their physical referent. Our
system uses standard visualisation types such as line graphs or bar
charts, which are useful for analysing the kinds of time series data
that are common in building management.
Embedded visualisations integrate data-driven visual marks
directly into the environment, displaying representations of individual data points close to their physical referents. In our system, these
visualisations encode data onto the 3D geometry of the relevant
equipment by varying visual attributes including colour and size.
For time series data these attributes can vary over time to reflect
changing data values.
To reduce visual clutter, the Corsican Twin also lets authors add
both explicit and implicit interactions to show or hide visualisations
(DG4). When enabled, end-users using the Microsoft HoloLens can
use the air-tap gesture to show or hide individual visualisations.
Authors can also define spatial volumes that show or hide a visualisation when entered, allowing them to toggle visualisations
automatically when users enter or leave a certain part of the space.

4.2

VR Authoring Interface

4.2.1 Menus –. Global commands (create visualisation, create interaction, main settings, etc.) are accessed through a global menu
on the author’s non-dominant hand [22]. Commands related to

individual visualisations and their encodings are accessed through
panels that appear next to them (Figure 6-b, -d) when selected.
4.2.2 Visualisation creation and scaling –. To create a visualisation,
authors first choose either a situated or embedded element from the
global menu. Figure 6-Left shows the process of creating a situated
visualisation. First, the author draws the chart canvas using their
controller. A control panel then appears, which the author can use
to associate the new visualisation with an physical asset (such as
an air handling unit) and a data set (like fan speed or temperature).
The author can also use the panel to set the chart type and adjust
settings including axis and encoding parameters.
Figure 6-Right shows the process of creating an embedded visualisation. The author first chooses a “scaffold” shape (cube, sphere
or cylinder) that best matches the geometry of the relevant physical
asset (usually a piece of equipment). Then they use the controller
to place and size the scaffold so that it surrounds or intersects the
asset. Once placed, the author can bind visual attributes of the scaffold like colour and vibration to show data from the asset. If a BIM
model is available, authors can skip the drawing step and instead
select geometry directly from the model (DG5). The system then
automatically rescales the geometry to create the scaffold for a new
visualisation (as in Figure 5-Right).
Once created, authors can continue to select and move visualisations using both direct manipulation or using distant pointing [2].
When a visualisation is selected, handles appear at the corners of
the shape to allow reshaping and scaling.
4.2.3 World-In-Miniature (WiM) –. Large environments may cause
challenges in the Corsican Twin since it may be difficult for authors
to reach and scale scaffolds for bigger assets. To provide an overview
of the scene, authors can view a WiM [32], a miniature copy of the
life-sized virtual scene. The author can manipulate the WiM model
to view it from different perspectives, as well as to create, select
and move visualisations. Changes are immediately reflected in the
life-sized scene (Figure 7).
4.2.4 Showing/Hiding Visualisations –. Authors can also create
volumes that act as triggers for show/hide events. These can be
strategically placed in the environment to enable proxemic interactions [1], for example revealing a visualisation only when a viewer
approaches a related piece of equipment. To create these triggers,
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Figure 7: The author views a World-in-Miniature model of
the virtual environment. The miniature BIM model can be
seen in the model along with the world-scale BIM model in
the background.
authors first draw and scale a trigger region then connect it to visualisations by drawing arrows (Figure 8-Left). Authors can choose
one of three different trigger types: Click, Hover and Position. Click
triggers allow end users to hide and show visualisations manually
using the HoloLens air tap gesture. Hover triggers show any linked
visualisations when a viewer’s head is aimed at the trigger region
and hides them when they look away. Position triggers cause linked
visualisations to appear when the viewer enters the region defined
by the scaffold (Figure 8), and hides them on exit.

4.3

End User AR Application

End users can view the visualisations in the real-world environment
using a Microsoft HoloLens [27]. The spatial location of the AR
components are calibrated using a single QR code placed in the
physical environment. In the VR application, the author places a virtual QR Code in a suitable location. A matching code is then placed
at the same location in the real room. Using Vuforia, the HoloLens
detects this marker and then aligns the authored visualisations in
their relative locations.

5

EXPERT FEEDBACK SESSIONS

To evaluate our system, we performed three feedback sessions
with groups of expert users using an HTC Vive VR headset and a
Microsoft Hololens AR headset. We conducted the first two sessions
in an on-campus research space for which we have a variety of
sensor data, a photogrammetry scan, an architectural model and a
mechanical BIM model. The last session was conducted in an office
space with the same models. We streamed both views on a large
display to allow all participants to see the current user’s view.

5.1

Procedure

To demonstrate the full functionality of the prototype, we showed
the experts a complex set of situated visualizations tailored uniquely
to the space (Figure 5). We first added a simplified version of the mechanical BIM model which incorporated simple geometric models of
several pieces of equipment situated inside and outside the space—
including an air handling unit (AHU) , air return fan, dampers,
pipes, and vents. On top of these we visualised 15 different datasets
drawn from the building management system, including data from
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Figure 8: Left: Authoring a proxemic interaction. The two situated visualisations will appear when a user enters the red
rectangle and disappear when they leave it. Right: The situated visualisation appears to the AR user when they enter
the corresponding location.
pieces of equipment in the room and environmental data about the
space itself. We used colour and size encodings to show the return
and supply air temperature of the air handling unit and speed of the
return fan. We also added a vibration encoding to both units that
would trigger in response to a “fail to start” alarm on either device.
Similarly, we used a colour encoding on the room’s vents to represent the temperature of the incoming air. Finally, we used situated
line graphs to show longer-term changes in room temperature as
well as changes in the air handling unit’s heating and cooling coil.
To reduce the amount of visual clutter in the room, we included
interactions for toggling on and off these situated charts. Viewers
could toggle the temperature chart by clicking on any of the vents,
or toggle the heating and cooling coil chart by standing close to
the air handling unit.
During each session, we first showed the AR application to give
participants a better idea of what AR visualisations could reveal in
the space. Next, we discussed the capabilities of the AR tool and
detailed each of its features. After this, we showed participants the
VR authoring tool and demonstrated its functionality. Here we first
introduced the VR environment and navigation controls, then the
general features such as the photogrammetry scan, the world in
miniature, and changing the opacity of the BIM model. Finally, we
showed participants how to author both situated and embedded
visualisations and add interactions to them. At each step, we first
demonstrated the functionality then encouraged participants to
repeat the task, reserving time afterwards to discuss the feature.
To ensure that the data contained interesting events that might
trigger discussion, we used data from an instance (01/01/2018 at
09h39) when a “Fail To Start” alarm occurred in the space. During
the entire session, we encouraged participants to think aloud while
interacting with the prototype and to comment as they watched
others using the tool. We audio and video recorded the sessions
then transcribed them for analysis. Overall, each session lasted
roughly 1 hour and 30 minutes.

5.2

Participants

For the first session, we recruited a group of 3 building management system engineers from our university (Table 1-Left), whose
primary job is to monitor the mechanical assets in campus buildings
and to perform maintenance in case of failure. The participants in
our second session included 4 members of the university’s project
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Group 1 - Engineers
P1
BMS Engineer
P2
BMS Engineer
P3
BMS Technician

Group 2 - Project Planners
Sustainability Analyst
P4
P5
Project Engineer
Asset Planning Engineer
P6
P7
Strategic Asset Planner

Group 3 - UX Team
P8
UX Designer
P9
Marketing Director
P10
UX Designer
P11
Software Developer
P12
UX Designer
P13
UX Designer
P14
Software Developer
P15
UX Designer

Table 1: Participants of the feedback sessions and their roles.
planning team (Table 1-Middle), who focus on the construction of
new campus buildings, retrofitting existing ones, and managing
large changes to campus infrastructure. Finally in the last session,
we recruited a group of 8 participants from the UX design team of
a large international company that specialises in Building Management Systems (Table 1-Right). None of the participants in the first
group had previously used a VR headset, compared to 3/4 of in the
second group, and 8/8 in the third. However, none had substantial
experience with either AR or VR technologies.

5.3

Reflections

In the 3 sessions, experts gave detailed feedback on the prototype and possible building maintenance and planning applications.
Though some participants had never used VR before, all were able
to successfully use the system after a short round of training. The
main usability challenge for participants was using the grasping
metaphor in menus, and most relied on the laser pointer instead.
5.3.1 Using AR During Maintenance and Planning. The experts in
all three sessions found the AR prototype very easy to use and
required very little training to grasp the functionality of the implemented tools. Participants in the first group emphasised the
potential utility of AR visualisations for maintenance, especially in
plant rooms where lots of data is available, and engineers need to
account for many different parameters to understand a situation.
They also liked the fact data visualisations could be situated near
their physical referents as this feature could avoid confusion between similar assets. P2 stressed this point, noting that he “could
walk up and look at a valve and press a button and it showed me the
trend log on that valve.”. In the third session P9 suggested that AR
could provide new information, saying “[it will] make them super
smart. They will see the flow [overlaid on the pipes]. This information
is not even in the books.” Similarly, the project planners in the second
session suggested that there is considerable potential to show live
data in AR for higher-level building management. However, one
participant mentioned that it would be useful to be able to use a
phone as an AR device, as AR headset are not yet common. The
experts also highlighted the fact that interactions to show visualisations can be used to allow users to "dig in" to required information
only when needed.
5.3.2 Model Quality. Despite visible gaps and missing elements in
the 3D photogrammetry scan of the room, participants responded
positively, noting that it was good enough to give a sense of the
space, especially for someone not familiar with the building. The
engineers in the first session emphasised that models of this quality
could give a good overall sense of the types of equipment found in
each room, and might be considerably more useful than floorplans
which rarely provide this information. One expert also suggested
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that a such models could be combined with thermal simulations
showing air flow to diagnose problems with heating and cooling
systems, making it possible to “visually see the draft [of air]”(P1).
5.3.3 Visualisations. Participants in all groups agreed that allowing different end-users to author and customise their own visualisations was important, since each technician is sensitive to the
particular types of information they need when diagnosing a failure. Engineers in the first group contrasted this against traditional
building management systems, which do not allow for interface
customisation and often require multiple clicks to access important
pieces of information. Our prototype, by contrast, allowed them
to view personally-relevant visualisations of task-specific data in
the appropriate spaces. Participants in the second group further
emphasised the benefit of allowing users to author their own sets
of visualisations for a space, noting that personnel in different roles
(mechanical, electrical, etc.) can have distinctly different information needs. They also stressed the value of interaction to hide and
show visualisations to help reduce information overload, with P6
emphasising "When you are in front of this equipment, you know
this is what you want to focus on."
Meanwhile, experts in all sessions emphasised the potential value
of situated and glanceable encodings for monitoring tasks. P2
emphasised how persistent visualisations could help with common
heating diagnostic tasks where “there is the common [visualisation]
that you want. You are looking at a valve and you show the speed of
the fan, the boiler temperature and the chiller temperature. So you
know that stuff is running.” In the second session, P4 stressed the
value of visually striking encodings like vibration for monitoring
noting that, “You can walk into rooms and go—I know something is
not working.”. Designers in the third group also suggested focusing
technicians’ attention by revealing visualisations only when they
show abnormal values. They also proposed allowing visualisations
to pivot dynamically, so that they always face the viewer—although
doing so could result in occlusions and may be problematic during
collaboration, where multiple users’ views may not align.
Experts in the second session also discussed the potential for
situated visualisations to serve as entry points for other kinds of
documentation. In particular, they suggested linking reference
documentation and information regarding the history of the equipment directly to the situated visualisations, noting that "You could
show all the history of an asset without having to search for it" (P5).
In addition to information directly linked to the equipment, the
engineers also highlighted the importance of showing data about
more distant systems, since these can also provide valuable context. P1 illustrated the value of visualising information about the
location of related systems elsewhere the building with an anecdote:
"For example, recently, I’ve got an alarm in building 89 and I know
a room is too hot, but where that your chilled water come from? It
doesn’t tell on the BMS. You’ve got to look at how you embed all that
sort of stuff into these models so that people can find the fault easily.".
5.3.4 Visualisation Placement and Layout. Overall, participants
tended to create and place visualisations directly in the virtual
world. However, several also chose to use the WiM to create and
place larger visualisations. Several participants in the third group
also chose to place their situated visualisations on walls or other
flat surfaces rather than in space. P14 suggested that snapping
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visualisations to walls “like in Powerpoint” would help make them
more manageable. Another participant (P10) extended this idea,
suggesting that the system pre-populate spaces by creating and
snapping a default templated visualisation to each asset in the
model, then allowing designers to customise it. One participant
(P11) also suggested placing embedded visualisations on the sensors
rather than the equipment, noting that in the case of a failure,
technicians are likely to focus their attention there first.
5.3.5 Other uses of VR. The three groups of experts were divided
over the value of using the VR interface for remote monitoring.
The engineers in the first session found remote visualisation in
VR unappealing, since they assumed that in the event of a fault
they would need to go to the site anyway. However, the planners
in the second session were more interested in this functionality,
remarking that "If I don’t have to go into the plant room, it is good
to able to log in in a virtual world" (P6). The UX team in the third
group were the most able to foresee practical benefits of VR.
Groups agreed that the virtual environment could be useful when
planning new buildings or retrofitting existing ones, where the
virtual system could allow them to see the impact of different equipment configurations. Participants in the first group described the
potential for using a VR tool to assess whether a cooling system
could cope with the additional heat generated by adding new freezers to a lab space. In the second group, P4 echoed this statement,
noting that "if we’re going to put any generator in...you can load the
model with the specs of what you’re looking at and put it into the
room and see if that works."

6

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Our Findings suggest that the Corsican Twin allows users to easily create useful in situ visualisations. They also highlight how a
user-centered design process could improve efficiency of the visualisations, avoid errors in the design, and support customisation.
Authoring visualisations in VR using 3D models of the target environments can provide users with an awareness of the context
and a strong sense of space. However, as is well known, VR can
be overwhelming for inexperienced users or those predisposed to
simulator sickness. To ease the transition between desktop and VR
could be valuable for opening up the authoring process to them.
6.0.1 Visualisation authoring approaches. In our discussions, UX
designers in the third group explained that when designing dashboards for building managers, they don’t start from scratch. Instead,
they typically start with a generic template containing a wide variety of visualisations, then customise it to their particular use case.
However, understanding how to place a large number of initial
visualisations in a unique space while avoiding occlusion remains
an interesting and challenging direction for future research. We
noticed that precise tasks like using menus to set up and design
the 2D visualisations were challenging in VR. A hybrid approach
where designers create and place visualisations in VR but configure
them via a desktop interface may be more efficient. This process
could even be collaborative, with one user in VR and another on the
desktop doing complementary tasks. However, the impact of transitioning between or synchronising these two separate interfaces
would require further investigation.
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6.0.2 Visualisation placement. The position of embedded visualisations is by definition constrained by the positions of the physical
objects to which they are linked. On the other hand, it is possible
to place situated visualisations anywhere in the space. Participants
in our third session tended to place situated visualisations on walls
or other flat surfaces. However, this may be due to the fact that
all of our situated visualisations were 2D displays. This suggests
that snapping and alignment tools for placing these kinds of visualisations may be a useful addition to future systems. Tools for
authoring and placing three dimensional situated visualisations
that more fully utilise the empty space in technicians’ work environments also represent a promising opportunity.
6.0.3 Binding data to physical referents. Associating data to their
physical referents is an essential part of our solution. Our prototype
allows users to extract these associations from BIM models, as
well manually define referents for cases where a BIM model is
not available. Another possible solution could be to use machine
learning to detect and classify the equipment from photogrammetry
scans. Initial research in this area is promising [36], but does not yet
deal with the kinds of complex geometry found in machine rooms
and other spaces with large amounts of equipment. Semi-automated
approaches, in which technicians label each piece of equipment
with a QR before the scan and use image recognition to identify
those codes in the mesh, could help address this complexity.
6.0.4 Working with changing spaces. Spaces undergo constant change.
This is a well known challenge in building management and often
leads to technical issues — for example adding new equipment to a
room can overstretch the capabilities of the cooling system. In our
case, changing environments mean that the contextual information
the Corsican Twin provides to the user can become outdated and
potentially misleading. One solution would be to regularly check
the BIM model or periodically re-scan every room to detect changes.
Providing technicians with simple mechanisms for highlighting
and correcting mismatches between the model and the real environment could also make it easier to deal with small changes or
anticipate larger redesigns.
6.0.5 Handling more complex data. The data our Corsican Twin
supports are primarily time series. However, more complex data
can be useful in building management, as well as in other domains.
During our feedback sessions, participants highlighted the value
of integrating these kinds of historical displays with simulations
and other predictive tools. Data about related equipment in other
spaces (for example on another floor) may also be useful to display,
especially if they are part of the same larger systems. World-inminiature displays or virtual portals to other parts of a building
could help spatially connect these other pieces of equipment to the
current space and also provide visual referents around which to
display these kinds of related data.
6.0.6 Application to other domains. While we focus on building
maintenance, in situ visualisations have potential in other domains.
For example, classrooms, museums, and other public spaces all
present opportunities for AR content which connects to the objects
and equipment in the environment [12]. Here, systems like the Corsican Twin could help educators or curators design new interactive
AR content without requiring access to the spaces themselves.
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